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Preparation

1) Don’t see it as a HR task – it’s a wider project
This is a wide business risk issue, not just a HR task. Accountability for people 
returning successfully should lie with the business leader who, if possible, 
should appoint a Project Leader – preferably somebody with good project 
management skills.

5) Always be up-to-date with Government guidance
Things are changing constantly. These tips have been written prior to any 
guidance being published regarding returning employees to work, but at the 
time of writing this is expected soon. Always refer back to this and ensure any 
rules are not contravened. Take guidance from Employment Lawyers!

2) Involve the right people in the project
Set up the project team with the people who have the appropriate 
accountabilities. Initial thoughts are the Health & Safety lead, Employee 
Representatives, Occupational Health, an Operations Leader, a Senior Staff 
Leader, Planning / Logistics, and of course HR. There may well be more!

6) Ask managers to predict the issues their employees could raise
Managers should (hopefully) know their teams well. Ask them to consider any 
issues that may come up. Is commuting likely to be an issue? Do they have 
dependants? Underlying illnesses? What questions or concerns could be 
predicted? Call employees – ask how they are. Any issues they envisage?

3) Don’t just rush back. Fail to plan – plan to fail
There will be employers who don’t plan for the safe return of their employees, 
and they will either be incredibly lucky or they will face a multitude of issues –
probably the latter. Establish your project team now – plan now. Answer the 
questions you can – know the questions you don’t know – work on them now! 

7) Self-assess fairness
Look at all decisions made objectively – different departments could look at 
each other to provide an objective view. Have people been treated fairly? If not 
address it now – it’s much easier than waiting until an employee raises it. 
Employees will talk and compare notes once they’re back!

4) Be fair regarding who returns when
Be fair, sensible and logical when thinking about the phasing of who returns 
when. Have logic that you can explain if challenged. Clearly don’t let any of the 
criteria be any kind of protected characteristic (sex, race, etc) but beyond that 
ensure there is business logic and it is fair to employees.

8) Do you have the things needed to implement plans?
It’s all well and good creating plans but can you get the equipment for ensuring 
your plans can be implemented? Check this out early as promising reductions 
to risk and then not delivering will cause bigger issues - hand sanitiser, masks, 
other PPE – even tape for floors, etc.
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Health & Safety

9) Health & Safety risk assessments
As you work through your plans there’s likely to be a number of health & safety 
considerations. Use simple risk assessments to eliminate or reduce risks. If you 
don’t have a Health & Safety professional Google “ERICPD” to guide you 
through the simple process. Involve the people who do the jobs!

13) Mental Health First Aiders
Mental health will be a key consideration over the coming months and years. 
Do you have Mental Health First Aiders? If not do you need to train some now? 
How will you involve them? How can they help? Ensure employees know who 
they are and how they can contact them.

10) Covid-19 is reportable under RIDDOR
Most people will be aware of responsibilities under the Health & Safety at 
Work Act but some may not be aware that Covid-19 is reportable to the Health 
& Safety Executive under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrence Regulations (RIDDOR) 2013. 

14) Sharing equipment
Manual handling of various equipment will be a key contributor to hygiene. 
Think about this in advance - get employees involved where possible. How can 
you minimise the risk of cross-contamination and the associated concerns of 
employees?

11) Does the workplace need to have a deep clean?
Hygiene will be critical. When was the workplace last cleaned? Do you have 
the resources to clean it? If not what are the contingencies? When will the 
workplace be cleaned (eg the day before)? How much notice is needed? Do 
you have sufficient materials? Are your suppliers geared up to support you?

15) Think about how employees are commuting
One of the main concerns may be getting to and from work. Look at data 
around where people live, how they commute, etc (ask them how they will 
travel). Can you anticipate or tackle any issues before they’re raised as a 
problem? Will (and can) you provide masks if this reduces their concerns? 

12) More online calls, etc can make people more tired
So many more video calls are being made and this is likely to continue. Many 
people feel much more fatigued by this way of working – concentrating on 
looking and listening, staring at screens all day, etc. Risk assess and reduce the 
risks. Regular breaks, ergonomics, exercise, etc.

16) Look at communal areas
Communal areas such as canteens, rest areas, gymnasiums, toilets, etc will 
need some careful consideration including controlling queues, etc. Social 
distancing will be key obviously but also think about hygiene and whether 
hands can be washed / sanitised when entering and leaving.
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Communication & Engagement

17) Have a Questions & Answers Document
Write it in an easy to read format. Draft it now. Have it as a controlled 
document that’s updated as things change. Ensure people know how to access 
it. Deal with the difficult questions too. If you have questions but no answers 
“we don’t know yet” is fine! Take advice – get the answers as soon as you can.

21) Talk to other businesses 
Share your good practices with others and ask them for their great ideas. What 
are they doing? Brainstorm. Can you pool any resources or groups to widen the 
thinking? Use networking opportunities, especially in similar industries / 
environments. Involve employees and Employee Representatives!

18) Involve employees and their representatives
Don’t know how to resolve an issue or tackle a problem? Ask the people who 
do the job – chances are they will come up with a solution. It also increases the 
chances of successful implementation and adherence as the people own the 
process. Problems involving employees in the solution are usually resolved!

22) Think about HR surgeries
Employees will have queries. Managers will have queries. HR professionals will 
be incredibly busy and ad-hoc queries can be highly disruptive and not 
productive. Think about planning regular surgeries for individuals or for groups. 
Communicate well. Think about venues, social distancing, etc.

19) Involve suppliers and customers
There could be key interfaces to manage, on-site requirements, etc that you 
don’t manage, but your project team need to liaise with – site security, 
temporary staffing agencies, suppliers of useable commodities, etc. How will 
contractors be controlled? How will you brief them on site requirements?

23) Have a return-to-work discussion with employees
It isn’t just returning from sickness absence that return-to-work discussions 
(we don’t like the term “interviews”) are a good thing. Every manager having a 
discussion with individuals can only be good – seeing how they are, their 
family, any concerns, ensuring they understand safety measures, etc, etc. 

20) Compile a list of helpful websites and numbers for employees
Over-communicate the help that is available to employees. They may not need 
it today but they may tomorrow. Compile and publish for all employees to 
access. Think about Employee Assistance Programmes, Occupational Health, 
Mental Health First Aiders, Mind, Carers UK, Samaritans, etc

24) Ensure communication is consistent
There will be numerous requirements to communicate within the organisation. 
The need for clarity and simplicity will be key – as will consistency. Is there 
someone in the organisation who can coordinate this to ensure balance, 
messages are consistent, and written in a way that all can understand?
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Policies & Procedures

25) Think about policy and procedural amendments
As you plan for the return of employees think about policies and procedures.  
You may need permanent changes – more likely you may need temporary 
changes. Involve employee representatives. Communicate and check 
understanding – keep communicating and consulting.

29) Can they really not work from home?
This will be a key question. You could have a divided opinion and 
inconsistencies. Try to make objective decisions based on logic and fairness. Try 
starting with the answer “yes” and following it with the question “how?”. Test 
thinking with others – check you’re being reasonable. Consider a trial.

26) Working from home – think about data protection
Many employees will be returning from furlough but will be working from 
home. Carry out a simple risk assessment to identify potential data breaches 
and drive a plan to eliminate / reduce the risks. Think about training, 
communication and ensuring understanding.

30) Think about performance management
Remote working is likely to be more prevalent temporarily or permanently. 
Some managers won’t agree with it, others will. Some employees will be more 
productive, others won’t. Review objectives, implement fair processes to help 
managers and employees to be successful.

27) Don’t let short term absence changes cause long term issues
We’ve heard some HR professionals talking about making exceptions for Covid-
19, ranging from specific forms for recording return-to-work discussions 
through to discounting absences from procedures. Ensure the long term is 
clear, think about unintended consequences, and ensure there is clarity.

31) Communicate disciplinary consequences but don’t lead with them 
Communicate the need for measures such as social distancing, and explain why 
– focus on the real need for these behaviours such as keeping each other safe. 
Then talk about disciplinary implications. Don’t just tell people “do this 
otherwise you’ll be disciplined” – it’s the reason why that matters the most.

28) Expect more flexible / home working requests 
There could be a spike in such requests. Ensure you have a clear process and 
you have an open mind to considering requests. Give guidance to managers. 
Check consistency but don’t constrain management discretion. Think ahead 
before employees ask to work from home.

32) Don’t have a “one size fits all” approach
Policies and guidelines will obviously be key. Rules mustn’t be broken but each 
individual is different – do what is the best by the individual and the business. 
Don’t be constrained by one answer for every situation – take time to 
understand the full picture. Be fair given the situation presented.
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Employee Welfare / Potential Issues

33) Do you have an Employee Assistance Programme?
If you do have one are they geared up to support your needs? Are they likely to 
cope with volumes of calls (from other organisations too)? Do you need to 
implement contingencies to supplement these? If you don’t have one could 
you provide one even temporarily? How else could you support employees?

37) Some people may have suffered bereavements
Don’t forget why we’re on lockdown and people have been furloughed – the 
pandemic has taken many lives and employees may have lost friends, family or 
loved ones. Treat people sensitively.

34) Many employees may be unhappy about the end of furloughing!
Don’t be surprised that some employees are quite liking being at home doing 
no work with just a 20% reduction in pay. Others will have some major worries 
about returning. Think about the various scenarios, how you will deal with 
them sensitively. Ensure managers are talking to people well in advance.

38) Think about individual needs
Managers should know their people and any specific needs they may have. Talk 
to employees before returning – are there any things that will help them? Eg
an employee with autism – are new processes clear? Are contingencies clear? 
Is signage clear, etc? Talk to them – understand their concerns.

35) Some will be missing their families
With so much time spent with families and loved ones, it’s understandable that 
for some people this will be hard. They may have vulnerable members of their 
family who are shielding, they may have caring concerns. Just like ladies 
returning from maternity talk to them and address any concerns in advance.

39) Some employees may take liberties – important to be firm but fair
Fairness and consistency includes dealing with employees who may not behave 
appropriately. Be firm but fair in managing these situations informally – correct 
behaviours informally where possible. Understand the facts. Don’t jump 
straight to formal procedures but don’t avoid them if required.

36) People may be worried about their jobs
Given the nature of what we’ve all been dealing with many people will 
understandably be worried about the security of their jobs. Do everything you 
can to manage their concerns sensitively. Be open and honest – don’t offer 
absolute assurances you can’t deliver. Explain consultation, etc.

40) No issues now? Don’t be complacent!
As people are worried about their jobs they may be less likely to raise issues 
(eg working during furlough) in the short term. If they’re put at risk of 
redundancy they may feel less worried about putting their head above the 
parapet, or the issue may even be raised years down the line. 
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General Practicalities

41) Consider staggering start and finish times
Clearly staggering when people arrive and finish work will help if it is possible. 
Think about how and who though. People will have commitments and 
arrangements. Ask your teams to work out their own arrangements for who 
starts earlier or later rather than imposing – they may well surprise you!

45) Plan training 
Short-term or permanent changes to processes will require time to be spent 
training employees and contractors – potentially visitors. Who are they? Who 
will liaise with them? When? How? No matter how simple don’t assume 
people understand the changed processes.

42) Working from home – equipment required
If working from home is the solution don’t just leave it at that. Assess the 
requirements, risk assess and budget for equipment (eg chairs, screens, etc). 
What are the lead times? Can these be ordered now?

46) Ensure payroll are “on it”!
There has probably already been a reliance on payroll making timely and 
accurate changes. If there was a delay or error in furloughing employees it’s 
likely the employee was overpaid. On returning it’s more likely they will be 
underpaid so will be more of an issue. How will you rectify errors if any occur?

43) Could you need to make redundancies?
This will be inevitable for many organisations. Consult early – talk openly with 
Employee Representatives, don’t wait until you ’have to’ consult. Start thinking 
about outplacement support, etc early – if you don’t need it that’s great. Start 
thinking of how to mitigate job losses – work with Employee Reps. Be honest.

47) Don’t forget about visitors
You may have thought about employees and contractors but what about 
visitors – planned and unplanned? Will they be able to visit? Who will manage 
them? How will they be briefed on social distancing and other site 
requirements?

44) Sufficient car parking?
Staggered start times will help with a number of aspects but also think of 
unintended consequences. Employees may drive rather than using public 
transport due to concerns. Do you have capacity? Those starting last in the 
“stagger” may find they can’t park! Do you have temporary areas to use, etc?

48) Community
Are there any local community issues you need to consider? Do residents need 
to expect more traffic / lorries entering? Will there be noise implications? Who 
will manage the communication, etc to ensure no adverse consequences?
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Leadership and the future

49) Managers may struggle 
Know your management teams and anticipate who will require support (eg less 
experienced) and who can support others (eg more experienced). Predict 
which. Identify more experienced managers – coaching / buddying / 
mentoring.

52) Do you need to continue a level of furloughing
If you’re unable to return people to work but the future position needs more 
time for clarity do you need to furlough employees beyond completion of the 
Job Retention Scheme, with the business standing the cost of the 80%? Talk to 
employees and their representatives early and consider all options.

50) Do managers need more or less discretion?
Given the need for agility in decision-making, innovation and flexibility what is 
the level of discretion your managers have? Does this need to be more or less? 
Involve them in the discussion. Communicate any changes effectively and don’t 
forget to communicate with employees!

53) Regular checks
There’s one thing implementing something to allow people back into work but 
think about sustainability – things could drift if you don’t. If you have different 
departments, cross-auditing often works. More regular walkarounds from 
managers gives the opportunity to talk to people and ensure all is OK!

51) Remember Managers are employees too!
There will be a significant expectation on Managers to be leaders – to display 
the right behaviours, communicate well, make good decisions, etc. Many will 
have the same concerns and challenges faced by their teams. Remember they 
are employees too – don’t neglect their welfare! 

54) Ensure you build a plan for next time
It would be a real shame to have another lockdown, or a similar event and 
then try to remember everything you did this time. Take the opportunity to 
build a ‘disaster plan’ or whatever you want to call it – some kind of process so 
everyone knows what to do next time a similar issue occurs.

55) Don’t forget to say thank you!
What amazing things have your employees achieved? Who has gone above 

and beyond? Who has gone outside their comfort zone to make a difference, 
etc, etc? Whoever they are don’t forget the impact that a simple (and genuine) 

“thank you” makes!
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